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INQ.

SUBJECT

NEW PLAN OF MANUEL RAY, LEADER OF JURE, TO ENTER CUBA

PLACE & DATE ACQ. UNITED STATES, MIAMI (28 JULY 1965)  REF  DN-20179
SOURCE AND APPRAISAL A MEMBER OF A GROUP OF CUBAN ÉMIGRÉS TRAINED IN THE TECHNIQUES OF INFORMATION COLLECTION, FROM ANTONIO ARIAS GONZALEZ, FORMER PROPAGANDA CHIEF OF JURE, WHO IS NOW A REPORTER FOR RADIO STATION WFAB. ARIAS, WHO IS STILL IN CLOSE TOUCH WITH JURE EXECUTIVES, CLAIMED THAT HE RECEIVED THE INFORMATION FROM "INTERNAL JURE REPORTS".

1. ACCORDING TO ANTONIO ARIAS GONZALEZ, MANUEL RAY AND THE JUNTA REVOLUCIONARIA CUBANA (JURE, CUBAN REVOLUTIONARY JUNTA) ARE RECEIVING MONEY FROM AN UNNAMED UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT SERVICE, BUT NOT FROM THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (CIA).

2. RAY IS AGAIN PLANNING TO ENTER CUBA. IF HE SUCCEEDS, HE WILL START A CAMPAIGN TO DISCREDIT THE CIA BY ACCUSING IT OF BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DELAY IN FREEING CUBA. RAY CLAIMS THAT HIS PLAN IS IN AGREEMENT, OR HAS BEEN COORDINATED, WITH UNNAMED AMERICAN OFFICIALS WHO OPPOSE "CIA POLICY" REGARDING CUBA.

3. FIELD DISSENM: CINCLANT, CINCSO.
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